In this paper, the attitude control problem of reusable launch vehicles (RLVs) during reentry phase is investigated by using compound adaptive fuzzy H-infinity control (CAFHC) strategy in the presence of parameter uncertainties and external disturbances. Firstly, the control-oriented attitude model is established by a model transformation based on the six-degree-of-freedom(6-DoF) dynamic model of the RLV. Secondly, a novel attitude control scheme is developed and the control strategy consists of two parts to achieve a stable and accurate attitude tracking during reentry flight process. An attitude tracking controller is designed utilizing adaptive fuzzy H-infinity control approach combined with an identification model to improve the attitude tracking performance in the interior of fuzzy approximation region of attitude angle. Next, an attitude stabilization controller based on boundary adaptive technique is employed to assure the robustness of the closed-loop system in the exterior of fuzzy approximation region of attitude angle. Furthermore, the stability of the closed-loop system is guaranteed within the framework of Lyapunov theory and the attitude tracking error converges to a small neighborhood around origin. Finally, the simulation results are presented to demonstrate that the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme for reentry RLV, and its tracking performance performs better than the other control method.
Introduction
With the aim to develop a more cost-effective and reliable approach to the space, reusable launch vehicles (RLVs) have attracted intensive research interest in the field of aerospace engineering [1] [2] [3] . Mainly due to the unique advantages in 5 reusability, flexibility as well as low operational cost, RLVs have a good prospect in aerospace activities and broad applications in civilian and military fields [4] . Whereas the philosophy sounds interesting and attracting, a major challenging problem posed in flight missions is that of atmospheric reentry. During the reentry phase, the altitude and velocity of the vehicle vary rapidly and drastically as a RLV goes through a wide range of flight envelope. At the same time, RLVs are subject to the poor flight conditions, severe parameter uncertainties and unknown external disturbances [5] [6] [7]. Thus, the reentry attitude con- 15 trol of RLVs is still a challenging problem [8] , and it is critical for the RLV to track the expected commands rapidly and accurately.
In the recent past, a variety of control approaches have been proposed for designing the flight controllers of the vehicle. In 20 the early studies, the flight control problem was investigated based on a linearized model of aerocrafts [9] [10] , whereas it is unsuitable for highly nonlinear and multivariable model of the RLV. Then, gain scheduling (GS) [11] [12] [13] as a popular control approach was applied for flight control system de- 25 sign. Although gain scheduling control method is verified to be effective to solve some control issues for reentry vehicles, the system robustness and global stability cannot be guaranteed especially under the circumstance of abrupt change of the control parameters. In the work of [14] , model predictive control 30 (MPC) method was combined with feedback linearization to develop a controller for reentry vehicle. After that, the trajectory linearization control (TLC) [15] [16] [17] scheme was developed to improve the nonlinear performance of GS in flight control system for aircrafts. But the robust performance of this 35 approach is finite as the tracking dynamics are linearized by the trajectory linearization controller. Analogously, dynamic inversion (DI) technique [18] [19] [20] was proposed to cope with the flight control problem of a reusable launch vehicle. However, the drawback of this strategy is poor in robustness for parame- 40 ter uncertainties and modeling errors if improperly designed. Further, Lam and Krishnamurthy et.al. have investigated an adaptive controller using the state dependent Riccati equation (SDRE) approach [21] to a twin-rotor aircraft, but it is difficult for SDRE to deal with the control system with a high order. In controller is designed in the worst case of the control system. And then, adaptive control [29] [30] technique was employed to combine with robust control method in order to compensate for its shortcomings and improve the system tracking performance. Recently, fuzzy logic system (FLS) [31] [32] [33] [34] 70 was applied to design the attitude controller of reentry vehicle for its good approximation to model uncertainties and unmodeled dynamics. This control approach is an efficient way to cope with the model uncertainties and external disturbances even if the boundaries of uncertainties and disturbances are un-75 known. Moreover, FLS are always combined with other control strategies, such as adaptive control [35] , robust control [36] , fault-tolerant control [37] and so on, with the goal to improve the tracking control performance of the flight control system and achieve a good robustness simultaneously. Besides, adap-80 tive fuzzy control method is often combined with robust or Hinfinity control method in many applications [38] [39] [40] .
In this research, we will further focus on the attitude controller design problem of RLVs during its reentry phase where parameter uncertainties and external disturbances are consid-85 ered, and propose a compound adaptive fuzzy H-infinity control (CAFHC) strategy. Wherein, the fuzzy logic system is introduced to approximate the uncertainty term, and the H-infinity controller is adopted to compensate for fuzzy modeling errors and the external disturbances. However, the introduction of H-infinity control term would degrade the approximation capability of FLS, which would further weaken the tracking performance of reentry RLV. In order to avoid the problem of "approximation capability weakening", a novel control scheme is developed and this control strategy mainly consists of two parts.
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An attitude tracking controller is designed utilizing adaptive fuzzy H-infinity control approach combined with an identification model to improve the attitude tracking performance, while an attitude stabilization controller based on boundary adaptive technique is employed to assure the system robustness and the 100 boundedness of approximation error. Moreover, the stability analysis is carried out to demonstrate that the proposed strategy can guarantee the semi-global stability of the closed-loop system. Finally, the simulation results of 6-DoF dynamic mode for the RLV are presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the 105 proposed control strategy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The 6-DoF dynamic model and the control-oriented attitude model of reentry RLV are stated in Section 2. Next the attitude controller design strategy via CAFHC approach is developed, followed
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by the stability analysis of the closed-loop control system in Section 3. After that the numerical simulations applying the proposed control scheme are conducted, and the simulation results and discussions are presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion of the paper is drawn in Section 5.
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Problem formulation
In this section, the 6-DoF dynamic model of the RLV within its reentry phase is described, and the control-oriented attitude model is derived by a model transformation to design the attitude controller. 
6-DoF dynamic model of RLV
For the sake of simplicity, it is reasonable to assume that the impact of Earths rotation on the flight control system is not taken into consideration in this work [5] , and RLV is regarded as an unpowered rigid body flight vehicle during its reentry 125 phase. The complete application model of RLV is given as depicted in Fig. 1 . Generally, the 6-DoF dynamic model of RLV can be separated into the 3-DoF translational kinematic equations, and the 3-DoF rotational kinematic equations, which can be derived based on Ref. [41] [42] [43] . The 3-DoF translational kinematic equations are stated by six first-order equations as follows:
where x, y and z denote the location of RLV referenced to the flight-path coordinate frame. V represents the flight velocity, and γ, χ and µ are the flight path angle, heading angle and bank 135 angle, respectively. α, β are the angles of attack (AOA) and sideslip angle respectively. p, q and r are the roll, pitch and yaw rates, respectively. L, D and Y are aerodynamic lift, drag and side forces as described in (6) . The 3-DoF rotational kinematic equations are described by 140 six first-order equations as follows:
whereL, M and N are the rolling, pitching and yawing aerodynamic moments described in (7). c 1 , . . . , c 9 are stated in (5). φ, θ and ψ are the roll, pitch and yaw angles respectively,
where a = J xx J zz − J 2 xz , J xx , J yy and J zz and are the moments 145 of inertia produced by rotating around x, y, z axis. J xy = J yx = J yz = J zy = 0 are correct for the reason that RLV is symmetric around symmetry plane of O xz . J xz = J zx are inertial product.
whereq = 0.5ρV 2 represents dynamic pressure, ρ is the air density. S represents the wing reference area,b is the wing span 150 andc is the wing mean geometric chord. C L , C D , C Y are the coefficients of lift, drag, side forces, respectively, C l , C m , C n are the rolling, pitching and yawing moment coefficients described as follows
where δ a , δ e , δ r represent the aileron, elevator and rudder de-
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flections of the RLV, respectively. C * * denotes the corresponding aerodynamic derivatives. All parameters are showed in Table. 1 of the section 4.
Control-oriented attitude model
In general, the 3-DoF translational kinematic equations ref-
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erenced to a flight-path coordinate system are used to generate flight trajectory and design the guidance system, whereas the 3-DoF rotational kinematic equations referenced to a vehiclebody-fixed coordinate system are employed to design the attitude controller. This paper aims at designing attitude controller 165 for reentry RLV, and hence a control-oriented attitude model will be established by a model transformation on the basis of rotational kinematic equations (3) -(4) for facilitating the attitude controller design. Substituting (6) and (7) into (3), then the Eq.(3) can be rewrit-170 ten as follows,
where f p , f q , f r and G u are described respectively as,
and M x , M y , M z are stated by
Taking time derivative of (4), the second-derivative of attitude-angle is derived as below,
and substituting (8) into (12), the equation of motion (12) is converted to a second-order nonlinear dynamic model as,
where L(φ, θ), g(φ, θ, ψ) are depicted respectively as
However, it is worth noting that the wide range flight envelope of reentry RLV causes great uncertainties in model pa-rameters and unknown external disturbances. Thus, Eq. (13) is not available to describe the actual model information exactly. To characterize the reentry flight process as specifically as possible, the parameter uncertainties and external disturbances should be considered. And hence a control-oriented attitude model with more practical information is formulated, which is the basis of the attitude controller design in this work,
where d i (i = 1, 2, 3) denote external disturbances; ∆ f i and ∆G u denote parameter uncertainties, which can be stated detailly as
where ∆M x , ∆M y and ∆M z denote uncertainty terms induced 190 by the perturbations of aerodynamic parameters, which are described respectively as,
where ∆C * * represents the corresponding aerodynamic coefficient perturbation of RLVs. For designing the attitude controller succinctly, the attitude 195 control model in (16) can be simplified as a second-order nonlinear system as following,
where
T is the system output vector,
T represents external disturbance.
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The following notation is adopted throughout this paper for the convenience of controller design and stability analysis.
T denotes the uncertainty term of system function matrix f (x).
Further, the following assumption is taken into account in the 210 flight controller design.
Assumption 1:
The system parameter uncertainties ∆ f (x), ∆ g(x) and external disturbance d are bounded, i.e., there ex-
where |·| denotes the absolute value, and i, j = 1, 2, 3.
Control objective
Assume that the guidance command of attitude angular is
T with a continuous and bounded and derivativeẏ d . The tracking error of attitude angular is defined as e i = y id − y i and the attitude tracking error vector of flight attitude is denoted as
. Noting that the uncertainty terms caused by the aerodynamic parameter pertur-225 bations will affect the practical control performance during the reentry phase and then reduce the actual attitude tracking performance of the reusable launch vehicle. Thus, the flight control objective in this paper aims at designing a proper control law u for attitude control system (16) and (20) to guarantee that the 230 actual output y can track the desired command y d well in spite of parameter uncertainties and external disturbances while the close-loop control system of reentry RLV can achieve asymptotic stability simultaneously, i.e.,
The overall control framework of attitude control system in 235 this research is presented in Fig. 2 . As depicted in Fig. 2 , the control scheme is composed of two controllers designed via CAFHC: the attitude tracking controller utilizing adaptive laws is employed to improve the attitude tracking performance, and the attitude stabilization controller using estimation laws is ap-240 plied to guarantee the system robustness and the boundness of approximation error. And the detailed design of this control structure is presented in next section. 
Attitude control strategy and stability analysis
This section focuses on developing attitude controller for 245 reentry RLV to attenuate the adverse effects of various parameter uncertainties and unknown external disturbances and track the expected guidance commands stably and accurately.
Modeling of fuzzy logic system (FLS)
To develop the attitude controller for RLVs, the following 250 lemma is necessary in this study:
Lemma 1 [38] : Suppose the given f (x) is a real-continuous function on a compact set Ω, and for any small constant ε > 0, there exists a fuzzy logic system (FLS)
where ε is approximation error, θ denotes a bounded parameter vector, and ξ(x) is the fuzzy basis function vector. Ω denotes the fuzzy approximation region satisfying Ω = {x : ||x|| ≤ R x } andΩ = R 3 − Ω is denoted as an area outside the fuzzy approximation region, where || · || is Euclidean norm and R x > 0 is a 260 finite constant.
Although the uncertainty terms ∆ f s (x),∆g(x) are unknown, the function vectors of ∆ f s (x) and ∆g(x) are continuous under the flight conditions considered in this study. Consequently, the dynamics of ∆ f s (x) and ∆g(x) can actually be caught by the 265 FLS. Then according to Lemma 1, for the three-channel attitude angle x i of the RLV, define N i fuzzy sets F i l i (l i = 1, 2, ..., N i ) thus the terms ∆ f s (x) and ∆ g(x) can be approximated by utilizing the FLS respectively, which are detailed as follows,
are bounded vectors of corresponding adjusting parameters, and T ∈ R W×1 , and its l 1 , ..., l m −th function can be described as follows,
where µ F i l i (x i ) represents the membership function of F l i i for flight attitude x i .
Attitude controller design via CAFHC strategy
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To avoid the problem of "approximation capability weakening" for FLS caused by the introduction of H-infinity control term, the attitude control scheme is developed in two steps based on the control-oriented attitude model (16) in this subsection. 
Attitude tracking controller design
Firstly, the tracking problem of flight attitude for reentry RLV is considered when the attitude angle is in the interior of fuzzy approximation region, i.e. x ∈ Ω.
Generally, select a suitable vector
the roots of polynomial p(s) = s 2 + k i1 s + k i2 are in the left halfplane of complex plane. Then, the attitude tracking controller can be designed as follows,
T . u h * denotes the H-infinity controller, which is expressed as follows.
T . Parameter r i > 0, and the matix P i = P i T > 0 satisfy the following Riccati-equation,
T . Q i denotes a positive-definite symmetric matrix.
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According to the Eqs. (20) and (24), the two dynamic equations are obtained respectively as follows, (28) and carrying out some mathematical transformation, we obtain the dynamic equation of attitude tracking error vector for reentry RLV as,
Definition 2: Based on the above Eq. (29), the fuzzy modeling error w i and optimal fuzzy modeling error w * i of the RLV attitude control system in this paper are defined as follows,
(31) where θ * i f , θ * i jg denote the vectors of optimal parameters, which are stated respectively as,
where Ω f and Ω g represent the bounded compact sets of the adjusting parameter vectors θ i f and θ i jg respectively.
Then the dynamic of attitude tracking error vector can be further described as,
In order to obtain the adaptive laws of system parameters,
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the filter modeling error of attitude angular is denoted as ε Fi = x i −ẋ i , and the identification model combined with a low-pass filter [44] is employed as follows,
wherex i is the estimated value of attitude angle x i , α Fi > 0 means the filter parameter pre-set by the designer. And v i de-320 notes the compensation term of identification model, which can be stated by,
where β i ≥w i denotes a finite constant pre-set by the designer, andw i = sup ∀x∈Ω |w *
Accordingly, the adaptive laws of parameter vectors θ i f and θ i jg are developed on the basis of the Eq.(33) and above dynamic equation (36) respectively as below,
where γ i f , γ i jg , γ iε ∈ R + denote the learning rates. Theorem 1: Considering the attitude control system (16) and (20) for reentry RLV, given that the Assumption 1 and Lemma 1 are satisfied when the aircraft attitude x ∈ Ω. The attitude tracking controller is chosen as (24) together with the identification 335 model (34) and the adaptive laws are designed as (37) , then the closed-loop control system can achieve semi-global asymptotic stable, and the attitude tracking error vector E i and filter modeling error vector ε Fi can both converge to a small neighborhood D T E , D ε around origin through tuning the designed controller 340 parameters appropriately.
where λ min (Q i ) is the minimum eigenvalue of matrix Q i . Proof : Choose the Lyapunov candidate function V T i about the flight attitude dynamic as
Taking the derivative of V T i along Eqs. (24) and (33) yields,
Substituting (25), (35) and the Riccati-equation (26) into (40),V T i can be rewritten as,V
The adaptive laws of parameter vectors (37) are applied to the above formulation (41) , which can be transformed into,
As Q i is a positive-definite symmetric matrix, it can be restated as Q i = U i T Λ i U i based on Ref. [45] , where U i denotes a unitary-matrix fulfilling U i T U i = I, and Λ i is a diagonal-matrix including all eigenvalues of Q i . Consequently, the following inequity is formulated,
Using the above inequality, then expression in (42) becomes,
and it is easy to prove thaṫ
According to the inequality (44),V T i < 0 holds for E i > ρ iwi (λ min (Q i )) −1/2 . Thence the tracking error vetor of attitude angle E i converges to an arbitrarily small neighborhood around 360 origin D T E presented in (38) through tuning the designed parameters and selecting the matrix Q i properly. Similarly, it is easy to demonstrate that ε Fi can converge to the region D ε given in (38) on the basis of the formulation (44) .
inequality (44) can be further transformed as,
Inspired by the similar proof in Ref. [46] , then the above inequality is derived as follows,
in which κ min = λ min (Q E i )/λ min (P i ), V ci ∈ R + represents a finite constant. Then solving (47), we have 
then V T i (t) ≤ max(V T i (0), V ci ) can be obtained according to (48). Consequently, V T i ∈ L ∞ and it indicates that the states 
Attitude stabilization controller design
The designed attitude tracking controller can guarantee that the closed-loop control system is semi-global stable and all related signals are uniformly ultimately bounded, while make the tracking error vector of attitude angle arbitrarily small. However, the fuzzy control law described in Lemma 1 and the Hinfinity controller given in Eq. (25) hold merely for x ∈ Ω, 385 thus the stabilization problem of flight attitude for reentry RLV should be discussed when the attitude angle is in the exterior of fuzzy approximation region, i.e.,x ∈Ω and an attitude stabilization controller is designed in this part. Here, we consider ξ f (x) = 0, ξ g (x) = 0 and u h * = 0 when 390 x ∈Ω. And the following assumption is provided for later use.
Assumption 2 [46] : For any state vector x ∈ R 3 , the system uncertainty terms ∆ f s (x) and ∆g(x) of reentry RLV satisfy the following inequalities,
denote the vectors of boundary parameters.
Since the fuzzy logic systems in (21) and (22) and H-infinity 395 controller term (25) are invalid when x ∈Ω, thus the robust stabilization terms are introduced to design the attitude controller. Then the attitude stabilization controller is designed as
T , andm i f ,m i jg are the estimated values of m i f , m i jg respectively.
According to the Eqs. (20) and (49), yields the two dynamic equations respectively as follows,
Similarly, subtracting (50) from (51) and carrying out some transformation, the dynamic of attitude tracking error vector can be obtained as,
Due to the proper selection of the parameter vector K i given in Eq. (24), the matrix A i is obviouly stable. Therefore, there 410 must exist a unique positive-definite matrix P i =P T i satisfying the following Lyapunov-equation,
53) where Q i represents an arbitrarily given positive-definite symmetric matrix.
For the purpose of averting the great control effect, the 415 boundary adaptive technique is employed to stabilize the attitude control system (16) of reentry RLV and the estimation laws of boundary parameter vectors are constructed as follows,
where ε i f , ε i jg > 0 are small constans pre-set by the designer, η i f , η i jg > 0 denote the learning rates
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Theorem 2: For the attitude control system (16) and (20) of reentry RLV, suppose that the Assumptions 1-2 are fulfilled when the aircraft attitude x ∈Ω. The attitude stabilization controller is designed as (49) together with the estimation laws of boundary parameter vectors selected as (54), then the closed-425 loop control system can achieve semi-global asymptotic stable, and the attitude tracking error vector E i converges to a small neighborhood D HE around origin by tuning the controller parameters appropriately.
Consider the Lyapunov candidate function V Hi about the flight attitude dynamic as
Differentiating (56) with repect to time along the attitude traking error dynamic (52) and utilizing (53), then
Substituting the estimation laws (54) into (57),V Hi becomes,
According to Assumptions 2,V Hi can be changed into,
By adopting the same inequality presented in (43) , yields the following inequality,
Similarly,V T i < 0 holds for With the goal to guarantee the smooth input of the control 455 actuator for reentry RLV, the overall control law is developed based on the two attitude controllers designed in Eqs. (24) and (49),
where τ denotes a weight coefficient, whicn is described as,
where Ω 0 = {x : x ≤ R 0 } ⊂ Ω, and R 0 is a finite constant pre-set by the designer. Theorem 3: For the attitude control system (16) and (20) of reentry RLV, the overall attitude control law is designed as (61) together with the adaptive laws chosen as (37) and estimation laws of boundary parameter vectors selected as (54), then the closed-loop control system can achieve semi-global asymptotic stable, and the attitude tracking error vector E i converges to a small neighborhood D E around origin through tuning the controller parameters properly.
Since the coefficients τ and 1−τ are non-negative, thus chose the Lyapunov candidate function V i about the flight attitude dynamic as
According to the proofs in Theorem 1 and 2, we obtian the derivative of V i aṡ
Based on the inequalities (45) and (60), yieldsV i
Thus,V i < 0 holds for
according to the inequality (66). According to the similar proofs in Theorem 1 and 2, we could con-
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clude that the closed-loop control system of reentry RLV can achieve semi-global asymptotic stability under the overall attitude control law (61), and all related signals are both uniformly ultimately bounded. Then the proof completes.
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Remark 1: The adaptive laws in (40) and (41) combining with the Theorem 1 indicate that the boundedness of adjusting parameter vectors θ i f and θ i jg can be guaranteed by the developed control strategy. Similarly, the estimation laws in (54) with the Theorem 2 demonstrate that the boundedness of 475 boundary parameter vectors m i f and m i jg can be guaranteed by the designed control scheme as well.
Remark 2: As can be seen from (44) and (60), the system stability and convergence rate depend on the appropriate selection of designed parameters. Generally, for the parameters 480 γ i f , γ i jg , γ iε in (37) and η i f , η i jg in (54), larger values of these parameters would prompt the flight states of the RLV converge to the origin in a faster speed, while too large γ i f , γ i jg , γ iε and η i f , η i jg may result in unnecessary parameter chattering. Similarly, for the parameters ε i f , ε i jg in (54), smaller values of these parameters would force the flight states converge to the origin more rapidly. However, too small ε i f , ε i jg would lead tô m i f ,m i jg too large, which is detrimental to the system stability.
Remark 3: From the flight control laws (24) , (49) as well as the overall control law (61) of reentry RLV, it can be found that 490 the proposed control approach does not need the boundary information of parameter uncertainties and external disturbances. The CAFHC scheme can adjust the designed parameters adaptively relying on the attitude tracking error vector E i and filter modeling error ε Fi . Thus, it can guarantee that the attitude con-495 trol system can realize a good tracking performance and have a good robustness performance simultaneously.
Simulation results and discussions
In this section, numerical simulations of attitude maneuver based on the 6-DoF dynamic model of reentry RLV are con-500 ducted to illustrate the performance and effectiveness of the attitude controller developed in the previous section.
Simulation parameters setting
The aircraft parameters adopted in the attitude controller design are presented in Table. 1, where the parameters are ob-505 tained by curve fitting approximations in MATLAB. In this simulation, the controlled variables are roll angle φ, pitch angle θ and yaw angle ψ, respectively. The controller inputs are aileron deflection δ a , the elevator deflection δ e and the rudder deflection δ r . Moreover, the parameter uncertainties and external distur-
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bances are added to demonstrate the robustness of the proposed control scheme. And the uncertainty terms ∆ f (x), ∆g(x) and disturbance term d added to each channel of reentry RLV in the simulation are presented as,
Due to the fact that the flight states of RLVs vary with the 515 flight height during its reentry process, thus two flight cases are taken into account in this paper to show the attitude tracking performance of the proposed control strategy more clearly. In case 1, the initial altitude is 50km and the expected outputs of attitude angles are specified as sine functions. Although it is dif-520 ficult to track the attitude angles for reentry RLV in accordance with the command of sine function in practical flight process, it is feasible to adopt the sine function as expected command in order to better verify the effectiveness of the developed attitude controller in simulation. In case 2, the initial altitude is 30km 525 and the expected outputs are chosen as sine functions as well.
Furthermore, in the design of fuzzy logic system (FLS), the membership function of x i is selected as Gaussian type membership function [31] , and the corresponding controller parameters used in the numerical simulations are provided in Table. 2,   530 where the parameter r i = 2ρ 2 i , and ρ 1 = ρ 2 = ρ 3 = 0.2. 
,100,90 ε 1 f , ε 2 f , ε 3 f 0.12,0.12,0.12
Simulation discussions
Case 1: In this flight condition, the initial flight altitude and velocity are chosen as 50km and 15 Mach respectively. And the initial aerodynamic angle β , attitude angles φ, ψ and angular 535 rates are all set to be zeros, and α = θ = 25 deg. Furthermore, all the initial actuator deflections δ a , δ e , δ r are set to be zeros as well, and choose R x = 19, R 0 = 13. The simulation results for this case are presented in Fig. 3-Fig. 5 , and some necessary curve explanations are shown in the figures as well for the 540 better demonstration of flight process. In addition, an adaptive fuzzy H-infinity control (AFHC) method is chose to compare the attitude tracking performance of the vehicle.
The curves of roll angle, pitch angle and yaw angle tracking for the RLV are provided in Fig. 3 (a) , (b) and (c) respectively, 545 where the red solid line denotes the desired tracking commands, the blue solid line denotes the actual output signal of attitude an-gle under the CAFHC strategy and the green solid line denotes the actual output under the AFHC strategy. It can be seen from the figures that the attitude angles are able to track the desired commands stably and smoothly in the presence of the parameter uncertainties and external disturbances during its reentry phase. In addition, the attitude control scheme designed in this paper performs better than the AFHC strategy. In the meantime, the time histories of the deflections of control actuators are given in Fig. 5 (a), (b) and (c) . From the sim-570 ulation, we can observe that the control actuators vary within a reasonable range ( i.e., all the control actuators' deflections vary between -20deg and 20deg ), which ensures that the attitude control system has a good tracking performance. As the "coupling problem" exists between the roll angle channel and yaw 575 angle channel, so the responses of aileron deflection and rudder deflection show some small fluctuations, while these fluctuations are within the control range and they do not affect the attitude tracking for reentry RLV. Fig. 6-Fig. 8 , and several curve explanations are marked in the figures as well for the better illustration of dynamic process. Besides, the attitude tracking performance un-590 der the AFHC strategy is compared with the proposed scheme in this paper.
The flight attitude tracking curve of the RLV during the reentry phase is provided in Fig. 6 , where the red solid line denotes the desired tracking commands, the blue solid line denotes the 595 actual output of attitude angle by the CAFHC strategy and the green solid line denotes the actual output by the AFHC strategy. As shown in Fig. 6 , it is obvious that the roll angle, pitch angle and yaw angle can track the desired commands well under the parameter uncertainties and external disturbances in this flight 600 condition as well, and the actual attitude angle of reentry RLV by the CAFHC scheme can respond to the guidance commands with a higher accuracy than by the AFHC scheme. The tracking errors of attitude angulars are shown in Fig. 7 (a), (b) and (c) respectively, which implies that the reentry vehi-605 cle can realize a stable tracking in a short time under the action of attitude control law proposed in this paper. And the maximum tracking error of roll angle, pitch angle and yaw angle does not exceed 0.65 deg, which demonstrates that the developed attitude controller in this paper not only tracks the guid-610 ance commands with a high accuracy, but also outperforms the AFHC approach.
Meanwhile, with the aim to verify the validity and capability of the designed attitude controller, the time histories of control actuators are presented in Fig. 8 . From the simulation results,
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we can come to a conclusion that the deflections of control actuators response timely in the permitted range as the guidance commands change.
Conclusion
In this paper, a novel attitude control scheme based on 620 CAFHC is developed to achieve a stable and reliable flight process for RLVs during reentry phase where the parameter un- the attitude tracking controller is designed based on adaptive fuzzy H-infinity control method to approximate the system uncertainty terms and improve the tracking performance within the fuzzy approximation region of flight attitude. Second, the attitude stabilization controller using boundary adaptive tech-630 nique is developed to guarantee the system robustness and the boundness of approximation error outside the fuzzy approximation region of flight attitude. Moreover, to obtain a smooth input of the control actuator for the RLV, the overall controller is employed on the basis of the above two attitude controllers.
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In addition, the stability of the closed-loop system can be guaranteed through Lyapunov stability analysis. Finally, the 6-DoF dynamic flight simulation results are provided to demonstrate that the effectiveness and control performance of the designed attitude controller in tracking the expected commands in spite 640 of parameter uncertainties and external disturbances. Meanwhile, the simulation results and analysis have illustrated that the proposed control strategy performs better and track the desired attitude angles for reentry RLV with a higher accuracy than the AFHC method. 
